Lead Supervisor’s full name and title

Affiliation (Dept./School and Institution)

University/institution email address

University/institution phone No. and extension

Student’s proposed project title

Approach to supporting students

Please describe your supervisory team’s approach to supporting students during their doctoral studies, in particular demonstrating an understanding of the eligibility criteria for applicants for the Bell Burnell Fund.
Record of doctoral supervision

Please summarise your record of doctoral supervision, including numbers of students completed, underway and not completed.

Commitment to equality and diversity

Please describe yours and your supervisory teams’ approach to and demonstration of commitment to equality and diversity.

Research environment

Please summarise the research environment that would be available to the successful student.

What is the total cost of the proposed doctoral programme £/Euro?

How much of this cost would the university/institution pay £/Euro?
How much is being applied for from the BBGSF £/Euro?

Contract of employment
- Yes
- No

Does your contract of employment with the host university/institution extend beyond the duration of the student's doctoral programme?

Is your contract full-time or part-time?
- Full-time
- Part-time

Please put "N/A" if this field is not applicable to you.

If part-time, please indicate your normal working pattern and hours of work

If no, when does your employment with the host university/institution finish and would there be any likelihood of extension?

Please put "N/A" if this field is not applicable to you.

Privacy and Declarations

The IOP ensures its grant schemes and policies are effective by collecting and monitoring information about applicants and grant holders. Please read the statements and confirm you have read and understood them.